
Directions:  Go to www.incredibox.com or open the Incredibox app.
1. Choose one of the movie scenes on the next slide and create and record 

a mix using Incredibox that matches that scene. Imagine that it is the 
music that is playing in the background of the movie.

2. Record your creation by clicking the icon with 3 lines.       
You must record at least 30 seconds.

3. When your recording is finished save it. Save it as your real name and the 
title of the scene you chose below.

4. Next, SHARE your mix with me by selecting SHARE and sending it to 
sweston@oldparkprimary.com.

http://www.incredibox.com/


1. HAUNTED MUSEUM
Two cautious but curious teens are creeping through a museum at night.  The museum is dark and quiet when 
the teens suddenly hear a sound from behind the Mummies of Ancient Egypt display.

2. DAY IN THE PARK
An excited, young beagle takes a trip to a new place his human has never taken her to before.  It’s a park 
designed specifically for dog!  She runs as fast as she cans, runs through the best obstacle course of her 
life, rolls on her back in the grass and plays and exciting game of catch with her human in the sunshine.

3. WALKING HOME FROM SCHOOL
He had just finished the best day of school ever.  He had passed his math test, passed his audition for the 
school band and was invited to Tamara’s party next week.  With his backpack slung over his shoulder, cap on 
his head and earphones in, he strutted down the street to his home.

4. DANCE CLUB
It’s Saturday night and Jaxon has just made it to the party to hang with his friends.  You can hear the bass 
thumping as he opens the door.  It is crowded and loud and there’s a jammin’ song making everyone dance.

Choose your film scene



6. BASKETBALL
She stands on the three-point line, eyes on the net.  She grips the basketball a little harder as she 
thinks about tomorrow.  Tomorrow she plays for a room full of basketball scouts, in the hope of being 
chosen for a team. This is her last practice.  She takes a deep breath and runs into the game.

7. MAKING ART
Balloons filled with paint were stuck onto large pieces of canvas and a bucket of darts sat nearby. 
THUMP! SPLASH! A dart hits the first balloon and paint splashes down the canvas.  Thump! Splash!  
Laughter grows as Shonda, Joey and Miguel make exploding art in the back garden.

SOUNDTRACK OF MY LIFE
Create a mix that reminds you of you taking a walk outside.


